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Cox and Munk's [954, 1956] expressions for the sea surface

slope variance are frequently ci ted in the l i terature. This paper

reviews the basis of these expressions and emphasizes that they

are rough approximations based on a rather arbitrary data

extrapolat ion. However, an accurate lower bound to the vari-

ance can be deduced from the data.
From photometric photographs of sun gl i t ter on the sea

surface, Cox and Munk calculate the probabil i ty density func-

t ion (pdf) for the crosswind and upwind surface slopes, Z, and

Zu. They init ial ly assume that the slope pdf is approximately

Gaussian and can be represented by

P(m, a) :  [  + T(m, a)l(2ro"o,)- '  exp \-(m/2o,ou)'1,o" '

*  ou '  *  (o" '  -  ou ' )  cos 2a] )  ( l )

where fr :  (2" '  * Zut)t ' ' ,  a :  tan-'  (2"/Zu), and o"'  and ou'

are the crosswind and upwind slope variances. The function

T(m, a\ accounts for deviat ions from a Gaussian pdf. Requir-

ing that  lT(m,  a) l  (  l ,  they 'show that  the logar i thm of  ( l )

takes the form

4  < 2  - t L / 2 )  i t

ln  lP(m,  a) l  :  E t  
-a i r ,mi+2k cos 7b (2)

where the angle or".; ; ,  J;, .  truncation. The harmonics

higher than cos 4a are assumed negligible. The f i lm density at

various points on the photographs is measured, and at each

point the slope required to ref lect the sun's rays into the

camera is calculated, thereby relat ing f i lm density to the loga-

ri thm of slope probabil i ty. They f i t  these slope probabil i ty data

to the analytical form specified by (2) and find all the a1n

coefficients except for the normalization constant ass. Their

result ing empir ical expression for the unnormalized slope pdf

wil l  be denoted by

P*(m, a) :  P(m, a) exP (coo) (3)

whe re  i  :  c  o r  u ,V " :  s i n2a ,  and  V ,  :  cos2a '  Cox  and  Munk

find that (4) can be conveniently rewrit ten in terms of the
' incomplete variance function' Ft(U), which is insensit ive to

variat ions in wind speed and which can be expressed in a

convergent power series in U.
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Fo(u) : U," o, I--da u* ;P*t^ ,d)

U,' o, 1",da P*(m,*r ]  (s)

In theory, the sea slope variances are given by

on'  :Ur-  o*  f "_^  m'vnP*7* ,* r ]

[ f  
o^ I_.da mP*(m,", ]  (4)

where u : asln2. Changing the integration variable from z to

a in  (4)  g ives

on' : 
l/* 

.'t U)/oo, (6)

All of the wind speed dependence is contained in the

coeff icient aor.
In practice, the above l imit cannot be evaluated from the

data. Sunlight scattered from submerged part icles and re-

f lected skyl ight produce a background in which the sun gl i t ter

from large and infrequent slopes is lost. ln general,  no data

are avai lable for aoft i2 ) 4, and F,(U) is only known for U < 4.

To account for the missing data, Cox and Munk extrapolate

F,(U) out to U : 8. Their reported slope variances are then

calculated from

(o, ' ) " r  :  F{8) /ao,  (7)

Figure I shows that Fi(U) diverges for large U. This divergence

is obviously unreal ist ic and shows that the extrapolat ion

completely breaks down for very steep slopes' l t  cannot be

determined where this breakdown begins, and the choice,of

U - 8 is arbitrary. However, one can make an accurate

lower-bound estimate of the variance given by
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Fig.  l .  Cox and Munk's incomplete var iance funct ion for  the up-

wind (sol id curve) and crosswind (dashed curve) cases.
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Fig. 2. Deviat ion of the sea slope pdf from a Gaussian distr ibu-
t ion for which T(m, a): 0. The sol id and dashed curves correspond to
the upwind and crosswind cases.

(o, ')"" :  Fi(4)/ar, (8)

Noting that F{4)/F,(8) :  0.8, one can calculate (o;2)ps by
mul t ip ly ing Cox and Munk 's  var iances by 0 .8 .

A  s e c o n d  a r g u m e n t  a g a i n s t  t h e  C o x  a n d  M  u n k
extrapolat ion can be made. Their assumptions that Fi( l  can
be safely extrapolated up to (J :  8 and that slopes for which U
) 8 negl igibly contr ibute to of are inconsistent with their
requi rement  that  l f@,  q) l
correct, the normalized slope pdf P(m, a) could be determined
from (3) by evaluating the normalization constant coo given by

One could  then so lve for  T(m,a)  by subst i tu t ing(of )cr , r for  the
var iances appear ing in  ( l ) .  F igure 2  shows the resu l ts  o f  such
calcuf at ions. T(m, a) is plotted versus aotl tz for a wind speed of
14 m/s and for  the upwind (a  :  0)  and the crosswind (a  :
r /2) cases. The region of extrapolat ion corresponds to 4 (
aofi i2 { 8, and the requirement that lT(^, a)l  < I  is violated
for aorm2 ) 5.

The lower  bound to  the sea s lope var iances g iven by (g)  is
consistent with the variances reported by other experimenters
[Wu, l97l;  Pierson and Stacy, 1973] and with the variances
required for best agreement between microwave scattering
theory and radiometric measurements fWentz, 19751.
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